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This report describes a series of geophysical surveys performed at the
IJaho National Engineeri ng Laboratory ( INEL).
wa~

to evaluate

techniqu~s,

The main purpose of the surveys

principally ground- penetrating radar, for detecting

and mapping radioactive wastes buried i n Shallow trenches and pits .
purpose was to determi ne the

fea~ ·;

A second

bil i ty of us i ng ground-penetra t i ng radar to

measure the depth of basa 1t bedrock .

A prototype geophys i ca 1 survey sys tem

deve loped by the U.S . Department of Energy's Pac i fi c Northwes t Labora tory was
us ed for thi s study . Radar, magnetometer, and meta 1 detector measurements
were made at three sites in tn,' Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC)
at INEL.

Radar measurements were made at a fourth site adjacent to the RWMC .

The combination of three geophysical methods was shown to provide considerable
i nformation about the distribution of buried waste materials .

The tests con-

firmed the potential effectiveness of the radar method, but they also pOinted
out the need for continued research and development in ground-penetrating
radar technology .

The radar system tested in this study appears to be capable

of measuri ng the dopth to basa 1t in the vi ci ni ty of the RWMC.
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1 .0

kn own reflecting objects .

INTRODUCTION

The other two sites were located over filled

burial trenches containing unknown waste materials.

During the

At each of t hese sites,

we made meta 1 detector and magnetometer measureme"ts in addition to radar

1 . 1 BACKGROUND
peri~d

from 1954 t o 1970, a large volu me of radioactive waste

material was buried in shallow trenches and pits at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) .

EG&G Idaho, Inc., is currently examining

s ·'~ ral possible methods for managing this waste material.

One of the

",,,t hods under cons iderati on i nvol ves retrieva 1, trea tment, and transport of
the materials to a;;other repository .

However, in order to implement th is

approach, it will be necessary to map the bur i ed waste material s and to
accurate ly determi ne the boundari es of the exi sti ng pi ts and trenches.
Methods f nr detectin1 and mapping buried waste materials have been
recently studied at INEL. l,2} During the past several years, we have conducted similar studies at the U.S. Department of Energy ' s Pacific Northwest
l.aboratory (PNL) in Richland, Washington .

As part of that work, we developed

and tested a prototype geophysical system for burial ground surveys at the
Hanford site in Washington. (3)
1. 2 OBJECTIVES
The firs t objective of the work described in this report was to test the
PNL system at the INEL s i te, specifically at the Rad i oactive Waste Management
Complex (RWMC) . The principal focus of this work was to evaluate the
effectiveness of ground penetrating rad., for detecting and mapping buried
waste materials in the RWMC trenches.
The second objective was to determine the feasibil ity of using the
radar unit to measure the depth to the basalt bedrock in the RWMC area .

1 . 3 BAS I C APPROACH
We conducted test surveys at three sites within the RWMC .

These tests

were directed at evaluating the effectiveness of our geophysical system for
detecting burip.d waste materials.

One of these sites had been previousl y

used for radar tests by EG&G and was located over a filled trench containing

measurements.

The test site for measuring depth to basalt Wc.s located outside the
RWMC fence near an existing observation well.

P.t that site, we made magnetic

measurements to complement the radar data.
We used a digital computer facility at PNL to process the radar and
magnet i c data and to produce hard copy output products .

2.0
2.1

SU~IMARY,

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOflMENDATIONS

1)

tions from buried wastes are not easily distinguished among numerouS
reflections from trench edges and soil i nhomogene i ties.

WASTE DETECTI ON

2.1.1

SUlTll1ary

Our metal detector and magnetometer data indicated the presence of one
or more trenches containing buried metallic waste materials at each of the three
sites within the RWflC. At Site 1 (see Section 5.3), the data show an ~pparent
trench boundary under the road parallel ing Trench 58. At Site 2 (see Section 5.4), they show linear east-west distributions of metallic material that
probably correspond to Trenches 5, 7 and 9. At Site 3 (see Section 5.5), they
show linear east-west waste distributions that are consistent with the p~~tern

2)

bottom surface of such a layer is uneven, the resulting reflections can

4)

Oscillations, or ringing, lengthen the transmitted signal caUSing reflec-

5)

The wide angula r breadth of the transmitted radar beam yields complex
re t lections in areas where the number of reflecting objects is large.
However, a wide beamwidth can facil itate target recognition if the number

tions from different depths to overlap .

At each of the three sites, the radar data supported or extended results
of the metal detector and magnetometer measurements.

At Site 1, the radar data

clearly show the large metallic mass under the adjacent road, but could not
unambiguously define test objects previously buried by EG&G. At Site 2, the
radar data indicate the presence of waste materials that were not detected by
the other measurements. At Site 3, the radar data are consistent with the
results of the metal detector and magnetometer surveys. They also exhibit
distinctive characteristics which may be diagnostic of certain types of waste
materia 1s or other subsurface refl ectors. Add i tiona 1 data are needed to eva 1uate those signal responses.
Conclusions

In general, we found the radar profiles to be complex and difficul t to
interpret. It is probable that they contained much more information than we
were able to extract from them.
Several factors may have contributed to the complexity of the radar data
obtained in this study.

These include :

Unwanted subsurface reflections can be produced by a clay cap or other
surface soil layer over a trench if the dielectric constant of the surface
layer differs significant l y from that of the underlying soil. If the
mask, or be confused with, refl ections from deeper waste materials.

The metal detector and magnetometer measurements provided a substantial
amount of information regarding the locations of trenches and the c-mposition
of materials in them. But because they cannot normally detect non-metallic
wastes, they did not definitively locate the trench boundaries.

Ground surface roughness produces vari a tions ins i gna 1 character and
travel time . In radar profiles, these variations have the appearance of
a reflection pattern pr'Jd'lced by an object buried just below the ground
s urface.

3)

expected on the basis of information given to us by EG&G.

2.1.2

The burial trenches of the RWflC are closely spaced and most of the ground
at OUI test sites has been disturbed by excavation . Consequently, reflec-

of reflectors is small.
6)

If the radar signal is strongly reflected by a shallow subsurface interface,

reflections from deeper objects or interfaces '. ill be weak and may be
completely masked by ringing in the upper ,·cf·lection. If the upper reflector is metallic (the extreme case), no reflections will be received from
~eeper

objects or refl ect ive interfaces.

The scope of this brief study did not allow collection of the detailed
ground truth data needed to fully evaluate observed radar Signal characteristics. Additional ground truth data would probably make it possible to derive
substantially more information from the radar data than we were able to derive
in this proj.ct. Nevertheless, our conclusion is that an improved radar system,
used in combination with other geophysical methods, will be required to accurately detect and map buried waste material s in the RIoMC.

2. 1.3

Investigate the applicability of a continuous wave, or chirped, radar

Reco!Tll1endations

system .

A res e arch a nd developmen t progra m should be conducted to develop improved
geophys ical instrume ntation and analysis techniques for waste detection and
mapping .

•

Radar Da ta Anal ysis - We consider digital methods of acquiring, storing,

Impro ved burial ground s urvey systems are needed not on- y for DOE

waste management activities at INEL and Hanford, but also for a broad spectrum

Perform intensive system tests under controlled conditions.

and processing burial ground survey data to be more efficient and flexible

of similar activities at many other radioactive and chemical waste disposa l sites

than analog met hods .

throughout the country. Recent efforts at PNL and INEL have been s i gnifi cant
initial steps toward the development of an effective waste mapping capabil ity,

basic element in the deSign of a geophysical s urvey system to be used for
operational surveys of large burial sites .

but continued progress will require a substantial futu re cOlTll1itment of funds

magnetic, and other potentially applicable types of geophysical data is greatly

and a sustained and dedicated R&D program .

fac iii ta ted by the use of a di gi ta 1 computer.

In the following paragraphs , we briefly discuss f our general technological
areas in which we be i eve significant advances may be gained by fu rther research
and deve lo pment efforts .

other important advancements:
Implement an improved real-time data processing and display capability

Improvements should be possible in many aspects of system design .

utilizing a color graphics display device.

Reductions of these no ise facto,' s will allow improved

Signa l recognition and interpretation and will extend the effecti ve

thei r da ta co 11 ec tion pr ocedures .
•

and time varying gain settings.

•

Develop an interactive computer graphic s tech niq ue for modeling the
th r ee-demensiona l distribut i on of ferromagnet ic waste materials in a

Utilize a microcomputer to optimize and con trol radar sampl ing rat ; and
sampl ing i ntervals to maximize signal averaging and noi se concellation .
The purpose of this act ion is to increa se the data acquisition rate and
the s ignal-to - nOise ra ti o.
Study multiple antenna conf i gurat ions.

This would

waveform from the recei ved signa 1s.

Implement digital control of radar parameters, including timi ng, gain,

•

Develop improved computer software for radar data analySis .

include a deconvolut ion program to remo ve the oscillating tran smitted

penetration depth of the radar signals.

•

This would provide a means

fo r field personnel to monitor and evaluate incomi ng da ta and to optimize

Improve antenna/transceive r desig n to r educ e r ;nging, clutter, and el ectronic noise.

Digi ta 1 methods appea r to offer

penetrating radar outputs. We have stressed the digital approach i n our work
at PN and have made substantial progress . The following tasks would yie ld

We sugge st the following approaches :
•

Further, the analysis of radar,

the best means for extracting information from complex data s uch as ground-

Ra dar Instrumentat ion - Ground penetrating radar technology is still in
i ts infancy .

We believ., therefore, that dig ital methods should be a

This approach would i ncrea se the

data volume, and provide data redundancy.

Co up led with digital data

proces s ing , i t may help to identify reflective objects and to determine
the i r locat i ons .

tre nch. The model would be based on measured magnetic data, but would
be refi ned by the application of geometric constra i nts derived from metal
detector and radar data , tre nch depth limitations, a nd other availabl e
information.
Radar Signal Propagation and Scattering - Physical measurE!T1ents and gen eral theoretical or computational s tudie s ar e needed to op timize radar sys tem
design and to be tte r understand and interpret radar reflection data.
lowing tasks would be useful:

The fol-

•

•

Measure the dielectric con s tant, lOCIisture conten t . densi ty, compos it ion,

were not a bl e to determine the maximum detection depth .

magneti c suscepti bil ity , and e1 ec tri ca 1 conduc t i vity of the soi 1 a t t he

t he reflected signal in our test data i s masked by the ringing of the out-going

RIf1C .

signal. In future work , this could be avo i ded by using a higher radar frequency , po ssibl y in the 300 to 500 MHz range. A lower frequency, possibly

Determine the horizontal and ver t ical variabil i t y of those factors .

Study the effects of the above factors and their variations on the propagation and scattering of radar signals. Evaluate the frequency or wave-

Study the reflection or scattering characteri s tics of rough s urfaces and
three-dimensional objects .
;~r vey

Methods Other Than Radar - Because a radar system has the potential

to detect both metallic and non-me t allic materials, it must be considered to be
the most important available t ool for bur i al ground mapping applications .

But

other geophy s ical instrun:ents, such as metal detectors and magnetometers, are
a lso important as supplementary tools.

At the present stage of radar develop-

men t , t hey are often more e ffect i ve than radar i n loc ating buried wastes .
The follow i ng ta sks would be use f ul :
•

Deve lop a n imprOVed meta l de tector.

An ins trument s hou l d be deSigned

specifi cally for wa ste detec t ion and should pro vi de deep penetrati on
together with improved sens iti vity , resolu t i on, and no is e rejec t i on.

f r ui tfu1 appr oach may be to ut il i ze a mi cr ocomputer t o improve targe t
r ecognition, gr ound effect reduc tio n, and gai n con t r o l.
•

Test other electr ical and electr omagne tic met hods wh i ch detect chan ge s
in gr ound conduc t i v i ty .
Evaluate acoustic methods.

Aco ustic s urv eys ca n be time cons umi ng and

costly, but have some potential for effec t ive use i n waste detect i on .

We

recently per formed an exper iment at Hanford in wh ic h we s uccess fu l ly
detected trench bounda r i es using acoustic ho10g rap hy.(3) Other in nova ti ve
concepts may prove to effective and should be consider ed.
2.2

50 to 80 MHz, would extend the depth range if necessary.
It i s not likely that layering in the basalt would be detectable .

1ength dependence of those effects.
•

As mentioned above,

MEASUREMENT OF BASALT DEPTH
The use of the ground-penetr ating rada r tech niq ue for mapp i ng the depth

to basa lt a t the RWMC appears to be feas i b1e .

Howe ve r , because of the sha 110w

depth (approximately 1 m) of the basalt bed r ock at the test site (Site 4) , we

At the

nearby observation well, the measured thickness of the basalt is approximately
100 ft (32 m). but it is not clear whether that thicknes s represents more than
one flow . If shallow interbeds are present, they are probably thin and would
be difficult to detect in a radar record.

It may be possible to detect thick,

s ha l low interfaces a t other locations. but reflections from interfaces within
the basalt will be wea k becau se of the strong reflection at the uppermost basaltsed i ment in t erface .

3.0
3.1

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY SYSTEM

BASIC SYSWI OESIGN
For the past seve r al yea r s, PilL has conduc ted a research and development

program i nvo 1vi ng tech nology needed to characteri ze and eva 1ua te buri a 1 sites
containing radioactive waste materials.

This work has been performed for the

U. S . ~epartment of Ene rgy, and has been focused on waste burial sites within
the Hanford nuclear reservation near Richland, Washington .

However, the

technology that has been developed under this program is appl icable to the
study of waste buri a ls i tes in other ar eas of the country as we 11.
The initial phase of the PNL program involved the evaluation of a broad
spectrum of geophysical methods that appeared t o have some potential for
detecting and mapping buried waste materials.

It was found that a combination

of a metal detector, a magnetomete r, and a ground penetrating radar could
(a)

provide an effec tive and efficient s urvey system for burial ground mapping.
However, it was evident that the volume of data that would be produced by
these inst r ume nts in a detailed survey of a burial site wou l d be too great
to acqui r e , orga nize, and anal yze by hand.

Oigital data recordin g and pro -

cessing equipment is required.
Subsequentl y, a prototype geophysical su rvey system wa s des igned and
const r ucted.

It inc 1udes the fo llowi ng major components:

~Ie tal Oetecto r s.

Thes e are standa rd inst ruments, commonly used for

locating unde r gr ou nd pioes or for t reasu re hunting .

In burial grounds

where substantial qua ntities of metallic objects or 'rlaste con t ainers

have been buried , these ins tr uments pr ov i de an e ffe c tive i nit ial survey
capabil ity.

They are used i n a ha nd -ope ra ted mode to quickly outline

major concentrations o f metallic wastes (Figure la) .
•

Magnetometer .

This i nstrume nt detects only fe rromagnetic (ma inl y steel )

objects, but can often detect objects that are much small er or deeper
than

hose detectable by the metal detector.

The system design includes

a vehicle-mounted cesium vapor magnetometer (Va rian 110del VIII 2302C!l
'",h ie n is digitall y inte rfaced to a mic ro orocessor to ora l/ide a fast .

(b)

FIGURE 1. Survey In s truments Use d i n Burial Ground Surveys·
a) Metal Oetector. b) Proton Precessi on Magnetometer.
10

computer-controlled data acquisition capability .

However, this

magnetometer '. as available only in a hand - operated mode for the RWriC

survey.

Magnetic measurements were also made by means of a hand-operated,

Geometrics flodel G816 proton precession magnetometer (Fig ure lb ) .
•

Ground Penetrating Radar.

A r adar signal transmitted i nto the gr ound

is re flected by objects or interfaces in the ground which correspond
to changes in the dielectric constant.

Buried waste materials, including

both metallic and no nmetalli c objects, generally produce abrupt changes
in the dielec t ric constant and are therefore reflective .

The radar

unit in our survey system is mounted on the survey vehicle and is
di gita lly interfaced to the microorocessor ( Figure 2a) .
•

Su rvey Vehicle.

This is a self-propelled , hyd raul ically powered vehicle

which pr ovides a means for transpol·ting the magnetometer and rad ar unit ,
as well as necessary batteries and other electronic equipment.

It is

(a)

constructed almost entirely of nonmagnetic materials such as aluminum
and stain l ess steel so that it will have a mi nimal influence on the
surrounding magnet ic field measured by t he mag ne tometer. The mic r oprocessor on the vehicle is a small computer which acts as both a data
acquisition unit and a system controller .

It coll ects data from the

magnetometer and radar, then directs its t ransmission via a dig ita l
radio telemetry link to a larger computer i nstalled in a nearby truck .
•

Truck -Mounted Computer System .

The data produced by the survey instru -

ments is transmitted to this computer \·,here it is processed. formatt£d .

and stored on either a magneti c tape or a disk sto ra ge unit (Figure 2b).
Pre l im i nary data man i pulation and processing functions can be performed
on site to ed i t and compress the da ta for fi na 1 storage or to fac i 1ita te

data monito ring or prev i ewing during a bu r ia l grou nd survey.
3.2

ME TAL DETECTI ON

T....o corrmercial metal detectors 'f'iere used in this survey . A Fisher
The Fisher ;n5trument is

1-1ode l TW-5 and a '..Jhite ' s Co i nmaster V Sup r eme.

designed prima r ily f or i nd ustri al appl ications and is normally used to

11

(b)

FIGURE 2 . a) The Geophysical Survey Vehicle. The Radar Antenna
is Mounted on tne Front of the Vehicle. b) The Truck Mounted Computer Sys tem.
12

locate buried objects such as pipes or cables.

The White's instrument is

marketed mainly for t he purpose of treasure hunting .
Both of these instruments operate on the induct i on balance, or tra nsmi treceive, principle . Tha t is, one (Fisher) or two (White 's) transmitter
loop coils and one receiver loop coil are geometrically arranged i n s uch a
way that a null or zero-induction condition is obtained in the absence of
nearby metallic objects. When t he coils are properly ad j usted , the receiver
is insensitive to t he electromagnetic field of t he transmitter. However, a
signal will be detec t ed i f the e l ec t romagnetic fie l d a t t he receiver coil is
altered by the superposition of a secondary electromagnet ic field resulting
from induced currents ina nearby meta 11 i c object or conducti ve mass .
Deviations from the balance condition are detec ted as elec tri ca l signals in
the receiver and are electronically converted t o a meter deflection as well
as to an audible tone.
The Fisher metal detector is somewhat easier t o adj ust , and physically
less tiri ng to use, than the Whi t e 's instrument . Under certain cond itions
the latter may be slightly more sensitive. Both instruments have proven t o
be effective for reconna i ss ance surveys of wa ste buri al sites.
Controlled tests at PN L have shown that the metal de tectors are insensitive, even at short range, to elongated objects of small cross section, such
as a met al rod. More generally, the sensitivity and the effective penetration
depth depend ina comp 1i ca ted manne r on the shape, size, and orientati on
of the buried object . The test results indicate that the maximum dept h at
whi ch a given object ( no t too elongated ) can be detec ted by the metal
detectors is typica ll y two to four times i t s di ameter, width, or other
representative dimension.
3.3 MAGNET IC FI ELD MEAS UR EMENTS
Magneti c field measu reme nts can be used to 1oca te buri ed ferromagnet i c
objects such as tools, steel containe r s , steel scrap, etc. This method is
based on the fact that an induced mag netization is produced in any magnetic
materi a l wi thi n the earth's magnetic field. The induced field is superimposed

13

on the earth's magnetic field and, if sufficiently large, can be detected
as an anomaly or an aberration in the ambient fie l d.
For a buried object, the induced magnet i zation per unit volume is
given by

where
6k

the di fference in volume magneti c susceptibil it i es of the object
and the surroundi ng materi aI,

Bo: the i ntensity of the earth's magnetic field.
The val ue and direction of Bo are functions of locati on on the earth; most
importantly they are functi ons of 1atitude (F', ,;~re 3). In the ItlEL area,
5
Bo is approximately .56 gauss, or 56,000 gammas (1 gauss: 10 gammas).
The inclination of the field is approx i mately 69' (Figure 4) and the declination is approximately 17 . 5' east . At this value of Bo ' t he susceptibility, k,
of iron or steel objects is typically in the range 1-10 cgs units . The
susce ptibilities of naturally occurri ng rocks and sediments are no rmally
severa 1 orders of magnitude sma 11 er . Strongly ferromagneti c mi nera 1s, such
as magnetite and il menite , have susceptibilities in the range O. l-O.B , (4)
but these minerals comprise only a few percent of the volume of most sediments.
Their effect on magnetic field measurements is usually negligible in surveys
for buried steel objects .
The ind'iced magnetic field of a buried obj ect depends on the size, shape,
depth of burial, or i entation and susceptibility of the object, as well as on
the di rection and intensity of the earth's field . Anal ytical solutions for
induced magnetic fields can be obta i ned for special obj ect shapes suc h as
spheres or cyli nders , and it is generally possible to compute fields due
to complex shapes by digital computer methods. (5-7) However, i n the inver se
calcula tion, which is the case of primary interest in geomagnetic surveys ,
no unique set of these pa rameters ca n be determined from a measurement of
the magnetic field patterns. In other words, an i ndefinitely large number
of combinations of pa ramete r values will produce the observed magnetic anomaly.
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FIGURE 3. Map Showing the Intensity of the Earth's Magnetic Field.
Adapted from U.S. Geological Survey Map No. 1-915.
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FIGURE 4. Map Showing the Intensity of the Earth's Magnetic Field.
Adapted from U.S. Geological Survey Map No. 1-912.
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This i ndeterminacy is character istic of most geo phys ical methods.

It i s one

of the factors th a t moti vates a mult Haceted approach to geophys i ca I exp I oraruVUS(A

tion programs .

-=-

A semi -empirical approach to magnetic interpre tatio n is usually taken.
Simp I e mode I s are used to descri be an object, and reasonabl e bounds, based on
other available data, can often be placed on the parameter values.

If a buried

ru~'B'

t

obj ect is not too e longated, and if its magnetic field is observed at a distance
severa I times grea ter than the wi dth of the object, the fi e I d wi 11 be approximate y

the s ame as if the ob j ect were spherical.

. ..

.

-

" i i ,i::

--

--

A spherical shell model for

the ca lc ulation of magnetic anomalies is useful because only a simple coordinate t ranformation i s required to take i nto account the inclination of the earth's
field .
Figure 5 illustrat es the form of a magnetic anomal y calcu l a ted f or a thin-

.

......

~C/IIl TlC

f~",

""'

.

walled s tee l spher e , 2.4 ft (.7 m) in diameter, buried at a depth of 6 ft
(1.8 m).

(a)

Figu re Sa is a contour map of the anomal y in a horizontal plane 4 ft

(1.2 m) above the surface of the gr ound.

Figu re 5b shows two magn etic profiles
1400

along the N- S traverse. A and B.
example.

An incli nati on angle of 68° is used in this

This is 1° less than the actual i nclination in the IN EL area , but

this difference is not significa nt for the purpose of this disc us sion.

1100 -

Four

general characteristics of mag netic field anomal ies due to d i s crete burie d

~ II)))

J bjects in the ItIEL area are illus trated: (8)

~

1.

L
I

The maximum of the anomlay 1 ies to the south of the source. At the
latitude of the INEL, the displacement i s aoproxima tel y one-third t he

~

r

lOO

~

source depth .

3

The width of the anomaly at one - half its maximum value is approximatel y

g

equa 1 to the source depth.

~

~

0

2.

3.

The maximum amplitude of the

nega ~i ve

part of the anoma ly is approxi-

I ' -=::....::;:,.,.,.....-,K-- - - - , c
.. s ~_

mately one-tenth the ampl itude of the positive peak and occur s approximately one depth unit to the north of the source.
4.

The anomal y is very small (less than

2~

of the maximum) at distances

grea te r than th ree ti - ,s the source depth.

10 ~2

100

=-~~-~~~-~IO~~
II-m ~
10
II 10
liORllONT.\l DIST ANCE rR(Y.I SOURCE f{[f

( b)
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FIGURE 5. Calculated Magnetic Field Anomaly Due to a Thin - Walled
Steel Sp here . a ) Contour Map, 40 Ft on a Side. The
Source is at a Depth of 10 ft in the Center of t he Area.
The Dashed Lines are Nega tive Contours. b) Magnet ic
Profi les Along Traverse Lines A and B.
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3.4

GROUNO PENETRATING RADAR

It is convenient to express the absorption in terms of decibels per

Many aspects of radar technology have become highly advanced and
sophisticated in recent years.
such as air traff i c control

t

meter.

Military applications and civil applications

marine navigation, weather observation, and

remote sensing , have stimulated major advancements in radar technology .

Then

E

P.ecent developments in electronics and data processing equipment have
enhanced the rei i abi 1 ity, power and fl exi bi 1i ty of radar sys tems.

The absorption loss, A, is given by

A = 20 a /2. 3 • 8. 7n db/ m.

However,

= E e- 0 . 115
o

Ax.

The absorption coefficient is strongly frequency dependent and is a

these remar ks apply primarily to radar systems designed fo r above-ground

function of the electrical conductivity, the magnetic susceptibility or

applications.

permeability, and the relative dielectric con n ant of the medium. For a
medium of negligible magnetic permeability this relationship is given by(IO)

Although dow nwa rd-looking radar devices have been used for

many years, there has not been the same intensity of effort to develop these
systems as t here has been to develop above-ground systems.

a = . 0148f

The potential appl ications of ground penetrating radar are numerous .
Examples include the detection, identification and mapping of buried nuclea r
and chemical wastes,

Issessment of underground nuclear waste repository sites,

JK(j ~ - d 1/2

m- 1,

where

tan 6 (the loss tangent)

detection o f underground pipes and cables, geologic mapping, stud ies of

= 18

S/K f,

the relative dielectri c consta nt,

glacial ice and sea ice, detection of mi ning and tunneling hazards, and

the cond uc tivity of the medium (millimhos/m),

archeologi cal su rveys.
In applications such as these, which in volve the determination of
depths to interfaces or the detection and characterization of discrete

f

= frequency

(MHz) .

The water content of the ground is the most impor tant factor affecting

objects or underground s t rue tures, reso luti on requ i rements demand the use

electromagnetic absorption loss .

of short radar wavelengths, generally less than 10 meters.

soi 1 or other ground materi a 1 grea t ly increases both the e 1ectri cal con-

Unfo rtuna tely,

An increase in moisture content of the

many ground ... terials a re st rong absorbers of electromagnetic energy at

ductivity and the dielectric constant of the ground.

short wave l engths.

effect of ground moisture depends on the composition and porosity of the

Strong absorpt ion by the ground usually requi res the

use of radar wavelengths greater than about 0.5 meter.

ground material.

The magnitude of the

The dielectric constant at normally used ground-penetrat i ng

radar frequenc i es is ge nera lly in the range 3-30 as ill us tra ted in Figure 6 . (II)
The attenuatio n of a propagating plane electromagnetic wave in a
die lectric medium s uch as the ea rth is given by the expression, (9)
E • Eoe - ') X ,

The dielectric consta nt of most dry so il s or ro cks is in the range 3-10.
The dielectric constant of pure water is 8 1.
Measured values of absorption loss as a function of frequency and

where

soil moisture are shown in Figure 7 .
Eo ' the initial electromagnetic field intensity,

). = t he
x = the

Thes e are laboratory measurements made

on a sa nd y soil from the Hanfo rd area.

The expected absorption loss for

a saturated volume of this mate rial wou ld be about 8 dblm at 100 liHz.

abs orpt i on coefficient .

Equivalent measurements were not made for the saturated soil at the RWMC

propagation distance.
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site ; however. field observations of radar perfonnance indicate that the
absorption loss was similar to that exper ienced at Hanford. The perfonnance
of the radar system will be further discussed in a later section of t his
repor t.
Additional los s factors whi c h affect the perfonnance or effectiveness
of a given ground penetrating radar system include reflective losses at the
air-ground i nterface. geornetri ca 1 spreadi ng of the transmi tted radar beam.
the effective backscattering cross section of the reflecti ve target. and
the spreading of the reflected signal. A positive factor is a refractive
MO ISIUR£ C(JII'ENT O ~

gain due to the focusing effect of the dielectric medium.
Radar s ignals are reflected or backscattered by objects or interfaces

I~~~=-~~L--L~L-_

lO

60

I/O

/40

480

'160

19/0

l340

mOllNCY, MH l

FIGURE 6. The Relative Dielectric Constant of Typi ca l Soil s for
Moistu re Content in the Range 0- 20% by Weight. 20%
Corresponds to Sa t urated Soil .

which have a dielectric constant different from that of the surrounding
medi um. The reflection coefficient for a radar signal nonnally incident
on an i nfi nite flat i nterface between dielectric media 1 and 2 is given by
R=

./K2 - JK1
./Ki +/Kl

Thi s term represents a maximum reflect i vity .
I·r
l ----------------------------~=r--

11 -

oi screte objects of i rregu 1ar

shape will be less reflective and will also tend to scatter energy in all
directions. whereas the infinite flat plane is a specular reflector .
The radar sys tem ut il i zed by Pill for buria 1 ground surveys is a commercially available unit manufactured by Geophys ica l Survey Systems. Inc . •

§
~

-

~

c

(GSSI). Th i s is an impu 1se r adar designed for time-doma i n refl ectometry.
A sing le dipo l e antenna . suspended app ro ximately 1.5 inches (4 cm) above

i"

."l

the ground. is used for both transmitting and receiv i ng. A short electromagnet ic pulse. approximately 10 nanoseconds i n length. is transmitted into
the ground (Figu re 8a). The half - power points of the transmit ted spectrum

•

are at approximately 50 and 1 70 MHz (Figure 8b) .

IQ£OlJ l'IC' I" \.,..,

""

FIGURE 7. Mea sured Va 1ues of Radar Sig na 1 Absorp t i on loss Versus
Transmi tted Frequency for Sever al Values of Moisture
Con te nt. The Soil Sample was from the ~ a nford Area .

Energy reflected from buried objects is received by the antenna
(electronically switched to the receiving mode) at arrival times proport iona l
to the dep th of burial.

The reflected signal is digitally sampled at 120

equally spaced points by the microp roces sor in the survey veh icle. The
di gitized waveforms. or pings. are t ransmitted to t he trUCk-mounted computer
22
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where they are stored for subsequent ~rocessing and analysis. The survey
vehicle is driven along predetermined tracks across the area to be surveyed.
Radar pi ngs are di git i zed and transmi tted approximately every 4-6 inches
(10- 15 cm ) along a track. A track spacing is selected to provide both good
target resolution and a satisfactory rate of areal coverage. A spacing of
from 2 to 5 ft (.6 to 1. 5 m) is usually appropriate.
The present

S ta te-of- the-art

in ground -penetrati ng radar measurement

and data i nterpretation is such that under the conditions COrTl11Only experienced in field surveys, it is often difficult or impossible to determine
the size, shape or composition of a buried reflective object. Research and
development efforts will undoubtedly result in improved ground-penetrating
radar system capabilities and data analysis procedures in the future . At
the present time, measurement devices such as metal detectors and magnetometers can provide useful supplementary information about objects or materials
detected and mapped by available radar systems.
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F[GURE 8. a ) The Waveform Tran smit ted bv the GSS [ Radar.
Spectrum of the Signal Shown i n a ).

b) The Power
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OATA PROCESSING AND DISPLAY

ClOSUR

I

MctlVE AND RtCORD
RADAR AND

MAGJ£TIW£1tA D\TA

!

As received and recorded by the computer in the f iel d truck, the radar
data are not i n an optimal form to be di sp la yed and interpreted.

I

digital data processing programs can enhance the quality and usefulness of
the data.

,DA

I

Subs equent

MAGN:TCMUER DATA

RADAR DATA

I

The GEOSUR and lOA progra ms are for re cording and manipulating the da ta after
it has been transmitted to the computer from the survey vehicle .

l

RfMYH

I UPWA.D
ANO,I CA'OFCSECOND
IUTION I '[DUCTION
DCMNWARD
10
CClNTlHUAflDfr4

magnetic measurements were made manually.

I

RADAR DATA

l

I

sun
SAMPU AEfUCTION
AMPliTUDES IN A

I

.W

DERIVATIVES

HVPER
l
I
I R£FtlCfI()t
RL\\OVE HYPERBOliC I
PAmRNS

In this

project they were bypassed for the handl ing of magnetic data because the

I

eNT

I

I CONTOUR PtOniNG I
IDAPle

I

I

IINTH4SIfY fIIOOUl.).110
PHOlOCRAPtt I( OUTPUT

I

IINTtAPOLATlON AND
SCALING mil

I

MAGP

I
I

COLOR OUTPUT

SELECTED DEPTH RANGE

As described earlier, burial ground surveys are performed by driving the
survey vehicle along predetermined parallel traverse lines, or tracks.

I

MAC

I SIGAAl
R£MM UNCHANGING I
CCWIPOfrt:NT5

da ta recordi ng/process i ng/di sp lay sequences for radar and magnetometer da ta.

!

Radar

data in the form of 120-point pings are acquired at equall y spaced l ocations
a long the tracks.

I

!

Fi gure 9 is a flow cha rt showing the computer programs involved in the

4. I

ED! T-SUBSET <CM!II€: ·1 H1'ERPQ.A l[ ~RAPH

We have develooed several computer programs to enhance and dis-

play the radar and magnetometer survey data.

I

CREATE DATA FILE

I

PICT

[,

1..£VEl - SUC[D

I

--1

PHOTOGRAPHIC OUTPUt

For a typi ca I track I ength of 100 ft (30.5 m), 200 to

300 pings will usually be acquired , depending on the speed of the survey
vehicle .

The exact number is specified on the basis of a trial run.

The

recefved data are fnte rpola ted by the IDA program to obtain the speciffed
number .

The IDA data format groups the survey data (fncl ud fng position

coordinates and magnetic ffeld values ) f nto 256-word O I 2-byte) blocks.
radar ping consists of the last 120 bytes in each 12B-byte record.

A

FIGURE g.

Because

Computer Program Flow Chart for Radar
and Magnetometer Data.

of thfs fo r mat, ft was convenient from a programmfng standpoint to require
4. I . I

that the number of pfngs f n each track be a multiple of four.
The stored digital radar data can be thought of as a three-dfmensfonal
a rray containing 120 bytes per pfng, N pings Der track, and M tracks.

The

data processing programs REMVH and HYPER operate on two -dfmens fonal radar
data; that is, they operate on each track f n sequence.

Program SLICE operates

on the ent i re thrca -dimens f ona I array to cons truct a two-d imens fona I array.

Program REMVH
A characteristic of the reflected radar signal s fs that thp.y contafn

components that are unchangfng from pfng to ping and convey no fnformation
about subsurface reflectors.
factors:

These components a re due to a combfnatfon of

the oscillatory shape of the waveform, the presence of a ground

surface reflection, random reflections from the survey vehfcle and the radar

26
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unit itself, and electronic effects i n the radar unit.

These unwanted sig na l

components appear in a radar image as a1 ternate1y br igh t and dar k horizonta l
bands .

The upper image in Figure 10 illustrates this effect.

In each ima ge

of Figure 10, the horizontal dimension corresponds to distance along t he
traverse line, and the vertical dimens i on is proportional to the travel time

_.

-J\,o;.
~

.

of the radar s ig nal (or to depth).
The purpose of program REMVH is to remove the banding due to stationary
signal components.

Let I (1

~

I

~

120) be the datum i ndex i n a given ping,

-- .-_
.... - --- .
...............
' .- ....... .-.--

and let J (1 ~ J ~ N) be the ping index in a given track (II is the number of
pings in the track) .

running histogram as it sca ns the array in the J direction.

.

if I

= 120 ,12 = 120;

if J

= 1,

Jl

= 1;

and i f J

= II,

J2

= rl.

At a given point,

The banding

is removed by computi ng an average va 1ue from the da ta wi t hi n the bounds of
the running histogram, then s ubtracting the a,' rage frem da tum I,J.

However ,

if t he row conta i ns values t hat are s ubs tantiall y higher or 10l,er than the

~'""

.

"

).,

([,J), in the array, the running histogram includes all data within the bcunds
11 = 1-1 to 12 = 1+1 and Jl = J-JA/2 to J2 = J+JA/2, where J A is a specified
number . At the edges of the array , the bounds are as follows: if I = 1, II

1.

-

,. "

'\

.. ,.,.

Imp roved corrections a re typically

obtai ned by excl ud i ng the highest and lowest 10: of the data from t he calculat ion of the average.

,

FIGURE 10 .

'.

...

..

Three Forms of One Radar Profi le
Ill ust ra ting Compu ter Processing
Operations. From Top to Bottom:
Unprocess ed . Processed by REMVH ,
an d Processed by REMVH and HY PER.

The middle image i n Figure 10 shows the effect of appl ying program REMVH
This approach to radar image .n hancement improves

the detectabil ity of di sc rete bur ied objects or i rre gula r masses of waste
materi a l , but i t Is not effective i n cases where It is necessary t o detec t
flat , ho r i zontal i nterfaces.
4. I . 2

~

'·~-":"A-

..

-

The histog ram provides a simpl e means for

excluding a range of high and l ow val ues.

to the raw radar data.

..: ~

-

This has the ef f ect of introduc ing a spur ious

ho r izontal osc ill ation i n the data.

~-- -. "

. -.

average value , this s i mple procedure can yield l ocal correction values that
are either too high or too low.

.

:-~~

For each fixed va l ue of I, the program computes a

Program HY PER

The funct io n of t h'! s program is to remove hype rbo lic reflection patterns
fr om radar images, or r eflection prof i les.

Hy perbolic patterns occu r because

27
28

a radar output beam has a finite angular width. Reflections are therefore
received from a buried object both before and after the sensing transducer
passes directly over it. It is sometimes desirable to relOOve the hyperbolic
patterns from the radar profiles because they can increase the difficulty of
interpreting the data.
As indicated in the flow chart of Figure 9, the next data processing procedure applied to the radar data after program HYPER is the construction of twodimensional arrays which represent map views of the radar reflections in a
se 1ected depth range. In that procedure, the hyperbo 1i c patterns wi 11 produce
erroneous i ndi cations of ref1 ecti ng objects . It is therefore important that
they be relOOved from the reflection profiles.

The upper part of Figure 11 illustrates the reflection geometry; the lower
part shows its relationship to a hyperbo1 ic travel time curve.
For prograllll1ing purposes, it is convenient to write the above equation in
the form M . j (A'J)2 + M02, where M is the datum index in a given ping, J is
the distance to the apex of the hyperbola in terms of the number of pings,
MO is the index of the datum at the apex of the hyperbola, and A is a constant pr .'portiona1 to the signal propagation speed

jo

the ground .

The value of A can be readily determined on the basis of a best fit to
the reflection patterns.

It can also be calculated using a measured value of

the signal propagation speed .
~051O~

The approach taken in program HYPER is (in effect) to gather the energy
within a hyperbola into the point at its apex . Each datum in each ping is
treated in turn as the apex of a hyperbola. If a datum does in fact cor-

AUW' TlAvtRS£ Uhl

x·o
D(P1\<

I

respond to a reflecti on poi nt, its amp1 i tude wi 11 be enhanced by addi ng to it
the other data that lie along its reflection hyperbola .
If a datum does not correspond to a reflection point, values along its
hyperbola will ' tend to cancel each other because of the oscillatory character

fRANSMInt.D
SiGNAlS

of the waveform.
The reflection patterns fit the equation
t 2

RER.1CrtO
SIGHAl5

c

where
t • the two-way travel time between the radar ante"na and the reflecting

object,
to • the two-way trave l time when the antenna is directly above the
object ,

FIGURE 11.

Reflection Geometry for Ground-Penetrating
Radar Profil i ng and the Occurrence of
Hyperbolic Reflection Patterns.

v • the average speed of signal propagation, and
X •

t he ho r izontal separation between the antenna and the object.

29
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In cases where the distribution of bu r ied objects is sufficiently sparse

The bottom image in Figure 10 shows the sample radar reflection profi Ie
after removal of the hyperbo las.

The basic procedure in program HYPER is

equivalent to migration techniques used to process seismic reflection profiles. (l2,i3) The effect s of beam width and geometry on t he reflection pro-

to all ow radar re fl ections from a wide range of depths, a single, thin,
horizonta 1 s 1 ice will s how only those objects contai ned in the correspondi ng
narrow depth range.

fil e are the same for both seismic and radar waves.

Section 5.

4.1. 3 Program SLICE

4.1.4

The locations of buried objects are usuall y

Program IOAPIC
Pre 1 iminary hardcopy di sp 1ays of raw and processed radar data can be

Ground-penetra t i ng rada r s urveys normall y i nvo 1ve cumbersome methods for
mapping detected bur ied objects.

Examples of the output of program SLICE are shown in

made almost in real time by means of a data previewing capability included

determi ned visually f r om a collection of radar profiles, then manually trans-

in program IDA.

cribed to a map.

by ut il izing a DICOMED D4B, black and white or color, digital film recorder .

The purpose of program SLICE is to util ize a digital com-

Thi s is a computer peripheral device associated with the laboratory computer

puter t o accomplish the same task.

system of t he Water and Land Resources Department at PNL .

Burial ground s urveys can i nvolve the collection of radar data over
ve ry la r ge ar~ Js.

Final output products, however, are made in photographic fo rm

The function of IDAPIC is to transmit IDA formatted radar data to the

In addition, numerous cl osel y spaced traverses are needed

in order to obtain detailed information on the locations of t he buried

fi 1m recorder.

materials.

enhancement, and color - coded level slicing.

Ther efore, a computer method for de' , ving and displaying this

info rmat ion can be highly efficient i n comparison with ma nual methods.

4.1.5

Program SLICE is essentiall y a rout i ne to const r uct a se l ected t wodimensional data ar r ay from the original three-dimensi onal array.

Then

for each ping in the arra y , a new a rray element is derived by ave raging the
pi ng ova r the specified depth r ange.
N x fl, where

This is accompl ished by 1 inear i nterpo la t i on.

Interpola t i on i n

bo th direct ions allows the array size to be compl etely selectable.
The storage disk file structure of the output data i s different from
tha t of the IDA- produced fil es.

ras ter-s can data from a wide variety of sources .

In particular, it accepts

the file st ructure of the output data produced by program SLICE.

It i s

otr,erw ise similar in both fo rm and function t o program IDAPIC.

The dimensio ns of the new array are

N is the number of pi ngs per track and M is the number of tracks .

Because the or iginal data s pac i ng al ong a s urvey track is much l ess than the
track spac ing , it is necessary to expand the new array in the across-t rack
direction.

Prog ram PICT
This is a general purpose program for producing photographic images of

A depth

range is specified i n terms of data indices which ran ge from I t o 120 .

I t provi des options for fi 1e subset ti ng, image contrast

Because of the a rbitrary record size , it

4.2

MAGN ETOMETER DATA
The data acquisit i on system on the s urvey vehic le is designed to transmit

either one or two magnetic field va l ues alo ng with each tra nsmitted r adar
pi ng .

Two magnetic field va l ues are allowed i n order to provide for t he

poss ible future use of two magnetometers. However, only one will be used
under present program plans. The mag netometer da ta i s, therefo r e, basi ca lly
a two-d imens ional layer in the th r ee -di mensio na l IDA data array .

i s not convenient to adhere to the fou r - record per block format used by IDA.
Each i nterpolated data track , or row, is i ndiv i dually stored i n one or more

4.2 . 1 Program MAG
Numerous methods for analyzing magnetic data have been described in the

5ll-by te blocks .

literature.
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Corrmonly , these methods involve data manipul atio n ooeration s
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such as upward and downward con t inuat i on of the ma gnetic field, ca lcu l ation
of vertical derivat i ves, and reduc ti on t o the po l e . Program MAG follows the
method of Bhattachary ya (14 )to perform a 11 t hree of t hese opera t ions . Its
basic funct ion i s to systemat i cally alter or enhance the magnetic field
patterns i n such a way tha t they CJ n be more easily i nterpreted .

4.2.3

Pr ogram MAG P

It i s often use f ul and des i rable to di sp l ay magnetic data i n the f orm
of a co l or pic ture . Thi s is convenientl y accomplished by means of program
PICT.

However, the number of magnetic measurements made in a gi ven area is

genera ll y s mall in comparison with the number of pi cture elements needed to

In a region free of magnet i c materials, the to t a l magnetic f i eld anomal y ,
AB, sati sfi es Laplace ' s equation; that is :

form a pl eas i ng image of t he magneti ' field pattern in that area . A procedure
i s nee ded to effec t i ve Iy i ncrease the number of data . Program MAGP, therefore ,
i s bas i call y a li near, t wo-dimen sional interpolation routine to expand the

~+~+~=o
ax
ay
az

magne t ic data file.
Program PICT div i des the tota l range of magnetic field values in the

By t he met hod of separation of variables, the solu ti on of this differen t ial

expanded fi Ie i nto a discrete nu mber of levels, as s igns a color to each level,

equa t ion can be expres sed a s:

and produces a level-sl i ced colol' picture of the magnetic f i eld values.

B(x ,y,z)

=

Lm Ln

2

[ - 2n (

~

2 )1 /2

+

~

]
• z

where

f ( ~,

x

tt)

is a two-dime nsiona l Fou r i er s eries ex pa nsion of t he magne tic

y

field in the measu r ement plane z
Lx

= 0,

MAx,

Ly • My
M and II a r e the number of data in the x and y directi on s, r es pective ly, and

Ax and 6y are the data s pacings in the x and y direc tio ns , respect i vely.
Upward and downward continuations of a magnetic anomaly are calculated
by i nserting the appropriate values of z into the above summati on .

Vertica l

derivatives of AB are calculated by differentiating the ex ponent wi th i n the
sunma t i cns .

4.2.2

Program CNT
Program CNT is a sys tem routine on PilL I abor atory computers .

funct ion is to plot contour maps from various kinds of data arrays .

Its
Ha r d-

copy output products are typically drawn on a CalComp platter.
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5.0
5.1

three sources .

SURVEYS AND RESULTS

INITIAL ACTIONS AND SITE PREPARATION
The geophysical surveys described in this section were performed during

the period September 20- 26, 1979.

Three site locations for waste detection

measurements within the RWMC were specified by EG&G .

Our initial efforts were

focused on acquiring radar, magnetometer, and metal detector data at those

8
First, Grace et a l. (1) quote a value of 1.45 (10 ) m/sec .

Second, our measureme nts of hyperbo l ic reflection patterns gave values of
1.6 to 1.7 (10 8 ) m/sec. Third, our basalt reflection data described in Sec8
tion 5.6 are consistent with values in the range 1.5 to 1.6 (10 ) m/sec. Precise values of the propagation velocity could not be derived from our data
because we obtained very few good, classical, hyperbo l ic reflection patterns
or good reflections from objects at known depths.

Some variation i n the radar

propagation velocity is to be expected bec.usc of variations in soil charac-

sites.

teristics from place to place within the RWMC.
At each site we defined a rectangular survey area by marking the corners
For trave l time calibration, we first determined the optimum radar control

with wooden stakes. Then we placed ropes between the stakes on two opposing
ends of the rectangular area. The ropes had footage marks at 5-foot (1.52 m)

settings for a given area or s urvey .

intervals.

air-path reflectio ns of the radar signal from the side of our computer truck

While making measurements with the radar, mag netometer , or

Then using those settings, we recorded

metal detector, we ran additional marked ropes the length of the survey area

or a similar large obj ect.

(between the end ropes) to define survey tracks.

and the distance between the radar antenna and the reflector, it is easy to

In effect, this procedure

establ is hed a grid system across each survey area.
The fourth site was located outside the east perimeter fence of the
RWMC.

The objective at this site was to investigate the feasibility of

meas uri ng the depth to the basa 1t bedrock by means of ground-penetrati ng
radar.

Measurements at thi s site were limited to three para 11 e 1 tracks

spaced 5 ft (1.52 m) apart.
5.2

Knowing the velocity of the radar signal in air

calculate the travel time of the reflected s ignal.

Figure 12 is an example

of a radar ping reflected from the computer truck.

The radar-to-truck di s-

tance was 30 ft (9.1 m) and the travel time was 61.0 nsec, givin9 a total
pin9 length of 137 nsec.

The strong oscillations near the top of the ping

cl earl y illustrate the ringing t hat is always present in the transmitted
signal.

Those oscillations are also present in the reflected signa l.

Th~y

are a major source of confu sion in the interpretation of radar reflection

profiles when the distribution of reflecting objects is dense or complex .

DATA PROCESSING AND RADAR CALIBRATION

In pa rt i cular, t he r inging of the transmitted signal tends to mask near-

Al l of the radar and magnetic data acquired at the three sites within

surface reflections .

the RWMC were processed in a manner consistent with the procedure diagrammed
in Figure 9 .

The following discuss i on includes photographs of representative

radar profiles for each site which illustrate both processed and unprocessed
data .

5.3

SITE 1
This is the Trench 58 test si e described by Grace , et al. (1)

They

buried a stee l ba rrel, a wooden pall e t, and three metal pipes in the trench
III yraer to determine the depths of subsurface radar reflec tors, it is

necessa r y to know the propagation velocity of the radar signal in the ground
and to cal ibrate the rada,' in terms of signa l travel time.

In our radar

in order to test their radar equipment i n a controlled s ituation.

data processing , we used a va lue of 1.5 (l08) mlsec fo r the propagation
velocity.

This value is at the low end of a range of estimates derived from

35

Information

on exact locations of the buried objects was not available for our tests at
the s ite, however.
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Figure 13 is a diagram of the test site . Our measurements were all
referenced to tho superimposed coordi nate sys tern whi ch was marked by stakes
and ropes as described above. The results of a metal detector survey ,
conducted in an attempt to 1oca te the buri ed metal objects, are also shown
in the figure . A large mass of metallic materials is buried in an apparent trench under the road adjacent to Trench 58 . The edges of the mass
are shown schematically since the metal detector is not capable of
precisely defining the edges of a large buried mass. The circled crosses
indicate locations where weaker, isolated, metal detector responses were
obtained . Those locations form a pattern which is aligned with the trench .
Presumably, they correspond to the buried metal objects. It is not clear
why the pipes shou l d be detected as point objects, although our metal detectors
do not respond optimally to pipe-shaped objects . The objects in the crosshatched part of the trench were r elatively strong, suggesting that they were
due to the barrel .

'"1
/

f

J
.>

Figure 14 shows magnetic contours superimposed on the diagram of Figure 13 .
They confirm the presence of a large metallic mass under t he road and show
that it contains a substantial quantity of steel . The magnetic contours in
the remainder of the test area give no indication of other large buried
ferromagnetic objects, but they do show a weak positive peak at the pres umed location of the barrel (coordinates 10 west, 10 south). and another
small peak at approximately 40 west, 10 south. (The prominent pea k at 50 sou th
is due to an error in data transcription.) The magnetic data shown i n t he
figure are the second der i vative of tho measured data continued upward to a
hei ght of 9 ft (2 .7 m) . The hei ght of the measurement pla ne was 4 f t
( 1.2 m).

FIGURE 12.

Radar Pi ng Reflected from the Computer Truck.
Figure 15 i s a l evel sliced color map of the magnetic data. The red
and blue color s correspond respectivel y to high and low magnetic values.
Contour 1ines are superi mposed to give a quantitative meaning to the colors.
The su rvey trac ks for our radar tests were al igned north- south because
of the open trench at the east end of the site. This was not the optimum
track direction for detecting the buried pipes, which are oriented north-south (l)
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FIGURE 13.

S18el p Ipe
at ground
surface

Diagram of Site 1 Show in g Metal Detector Survey Resul t s .
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Diagram of Site 1 Showi ng fletal Detector and Magnetometer Survey
Resul t s.
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Co nsequentl y. they are no t discernable in the radar data shown in Figures 16
and 17 . Fi gure 16 shows two representati ve radar profil es (two tracks) .
Each group of three images ( left and right) shows three versions of one
profil e. j ust as in Fi gure 10. Figure 17 is a level sliced map view of the
radar data (see discus si on of program SLICE. Sec t i on 4 . l.3) with the site
d iagram superimposed on it . In this figure. and in similar figures be low.
t he red and ye llow colors correspond to strong radar reflections. The
blue shades i ndicate the absence of reflections.
Figures 16 and 17 both clearly show reflections from the large mass
unde,' the road. Vari ous other reflections are scattered throughout the
s urvey area . It is di fficult to know whether or not one of these co rresponds
to the barrel .

"

The wooden pallet cannot be identifi ed in e ither the profiles

or the map views. Scattered reflect ions that cannot be attributed to buried
obj ects are probably due to variati ons i n the texture or compo s ition of the
soil. These va r iatio ns can occur during the natural depos ;:' i on of the
sediment s . or they can result from trench excavat i on and backfi;~ing .
In s u""",ry . the combination of metal de t ector. magne tometer. and radar

FIGURE 15

Level Sl Iced Color Map of
Magne t ic Da ta at SHe l.
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data effectively def i ne a portion of a filled trench under the road para ll el
to Trench 58. The metallic obj ects buried by EG&G at this site were probably
detec ted by t he metal detector and magnetometer. but were not ident ifiable
in the radar record s. Oi ffi cu I ty in recogn i zi ng a ref I ect ion f rom the
barrel is probabl y due to clutter from nearhy random scatterers. The ba rrel
tlou 1J nonr.ol 1y ~c a'l ; Js i :j re c. J~n ;z ll;:. ~ e r.tuJ r t.Q( ~e ": .

.>--__-"'-__-"+-_ _ --.:;.......__+-R;....--"+-_-7'I--'>--_ _ -'+-__-C;._ _---<

FIGURE 17.
.'.'

_d:U o,'ofi :es from SHe
'Jf

f~.

Level Sliced Color Map Vi ew

1.

Fr om Top to Bo om of Each Side :
€'.5"d , Processed by REWIH . and Proce ss ed by REMVH and HYPER.

" P ' " ":J~"o'II1il'ell 10 ft (3 ,,) .
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of Radar Data from Site 1.

~ H UI

5.4

SITE 2
This s i te was located in the northwest corner of the RWMC in the area

of Trenches 5, 7, and 9.

It was approx imately 200 ft (61 m) nort h of Site 1.

The trenches at this location are oriented east-west and are covered with a
clay cap.

Figure 18 shows the layout and location of this site.

The cross-hatching in Figure 18 shows a broad distribution of buried
metall i c materials as determined by the metal detector.

The small area out-

1 ined inside the larger cross-hatched area gave a weak-to-zero metal detector
response.

Motall ic wastes may be either absent or more deep l y buried at that

l ocation. This interpr2tation is supported by the magnetic contours shown
i n Figures 19 and 20. The contours indicate 1 inear concentrations of buried
steel materi als in four east-west zones located approx imately at the following
north- south coordinates :

s -10, 0-20, 30-40, and 55-70.

Radar data for this site are shown in Figures 21 and 22.

The profi les

s how s trong ref l ect ions in east-west zones at approx imatel y 0-20, 25-40, and

50-70 (the radar mea s urements di d not extend i nto the area of negative northsouth coord i nates ). The mi ddle zone is the least well expressed of t he three
zone s s hown i n t he radar p,·ofiles and is not evident in the map view ( Figure 22 ).
In s ummary, the me tal detector mea s urements

s u~~pst

that buried metallic

waste mater i a ls a re dis t ributed throughout a wide zone trending approximatel y
ea st-we st acr oss the s urvey area.

The r adar and magnet i c data s how a more

de tailed pa t t ern of high and low waste concentrat i on s within t hat broad zone.
They a 1so show a zone of wa ste a t 50-70 north t hat was not detected by t he
metal de tec to r .

The l ack of a me tal detec tor response and the relat i vely

low mag netic val ues i n t hat zo ne imply that i t conta i ns a smaller quantity
of s teel and other me t al s than t he other zone s .

5. 5 SITE 3
Thi s site wa s located app r oxi mately 1000 ft ( 305 m) ea s t of Si t e 1.
was app r oximately 100 ft (30 . 5 m) we s t of a la rge open pi t .

It

FI GURE 18.

Di agram of Site 2 Showi ng Metal De tecto r Survey Re s ults .

Two r ectangul ar

s urvey a r eas (A and 8) were layeo out at t his s ite as shown in Figure 23.
Acco rd i ng to i nforma ti on given to uS on site by EG&G, the da s hed 1 i nes i n t he
fi gu r e mar k t he l ocati ons of rows of bu r i ed boxe s contain i ng was te material s.
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FIGURE 19 _

~i agram of 5 i te 2 Showi ng 1·l eta 1 Oe t ec to r and
Res ul ts.
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Magne:ome~er

,
FIGURE 20.

Level 51 iced Color Map of
Hagnetic Oata at Site 2.

Surv e y
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Two Radar Profiles from Site 2. From Top to Bott om of Each Side:
Unpr ocess ed, Processed by RENVH , and Proces sed by REMVH and HYPER.
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Leve l Sl iced Color Map View of Radar Oata from Site 2.
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Fi gure 24 shows the results of metal detector and magnetometer surveys
in Area A. The magnetometer measurements were extended 5 ft (1 . 5 m) beyond
the eas t s ide of the area. The meta 1 detector signa 1 was very strong in the
cross-hatched zone, indicating a large buried mass of meta 11 i c materials .
That mass actually extends appro.imatel y 80 ft (24.4 m) farther to the east
than shown in the figure. It was traceable to that dis tance by both the metal
detector and the magnetometer. The magneti c contours (Figures 24 and 25)
confi rm the presence of a metallic mass in the cross-hatched zone. They a 1so
suggest that ferromagnetic material s are bur i ed in or near the northwest and
southwest corners of the survey area . There may be a continuous distribution
of material between the southwest corner and the cross - hatched zone.
The radar data from Area A are illustrated in Figures 26 and 27 .

The

rada r profiles show strong reflections over much of the survey area with exceptionally flat, horizontal reflections at a depth of approximatel y 2.5 ft ( .8 m)

Post

e---- --------------- - -----

a t the north and south ends . Similar reflection s occurred at other sites.
good example is evident in Figure 16 which shows a flat ref lection above a

A

strong hyperbol ic reflection pattern. Without additional information , it is
difficult to determine the significance of these flat reflections. They may
correspond to tre nches- -possib l y to the tops of wooden boxes--or to spaces
between trenches. The available evidence is confusing. The fl at pattern at
Site 1 occurs over a su bstanti:. l mass of apparent wa s te material, whereas the

POst

e---------- --- - -- -- -- - -- --A

(assumed ) undisturbed gro und at the sou th end of that site produced relativel y
complex reflections. On the other hand, the radar reflections from the buried
wastes indicated in Fi gure 24 are also strong , but compl ex ( see Figure 26,
right side).
We did not perform a metal detector survey i n Area B.
10

10 30 <to 50
f •• ,

obj ects are mixed with other types of wa s te materials.

FIGURE 23.

Di agram of Si t e 3.
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However, we did

perform a magnetometer survey as shown i n Figure 2B. The magneti c patterns
clearly ind icate a linea r , ea s t-west trending dis tr i bution of fe r rous mater i al s ,
but the relatively small amplitude of t he magnetic anomaly sugges t s tha t ferrou s
The curvature of t he

contour 1 ines in the south quadran t of the survey area conforms to the con t our
pattern in the northwe s t corner df Area A. The data suggest the pre sence of
a broad ea s t-west t rench wi th a concentrat ion of ferrou s materia l s along its
north edge.
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FIGURE

~URE

24 .
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Level Sl iced Co lor Nap of
MaQneti c Data in Area A.
Site 3

Metal Detector and t-'.agnetcrn eter
Survey Results in Area ). . Site 3.
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FIGURE 27.
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7wo -.d'ld r rrof iIp ; fr o", Area A. 5 i e 3. From Top to Bot am o f Each
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Level Sl iced Color Map View of
Radar Data from Area A. Site 3.
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The radar data from Area B are illustrated i n Figures 29 and 30 .

Perhaps

the most striking aspect of these data is that the reflections are weakest
"here the magnetic anomaly in Figure 28 is strongest.
shown in both figu re s.

This result is clearl y

However, the linearity of the blue pattern and its

al ignment with the magnetic p3ttern suggest a correlation between the waste
materials and the radar signals.

Flat reflections also occur at the southeast

end of this survey area .
In surrrnary, the metal detector and magnetometer data from Areas A and B
clearly outline two linear distributions of waste materials.

Their approximate

al ignment with the east-west dashed 1 ines in Fi gure 23 conforms in part to
the expected result .

It is not clear, however, where the waste deposits begin

and end or whether they consist entirely of meta 11 ic materials.

The magnetic

data in Area B and the northwest corner of Area A suggest the presence of an
east-west tren c ~ considerably ·. ider than the prominent anoma ly in Area B.

This

<:1 ay be indica ted by the rada r data as well if the flat reflect i ons are derived
fr om areas outs ide the trenches.

These surveys demonstrate the need for defini-

tive grou nd trut h which will allow criteria to be es tablished for the interpretation of .radar data.

5. 6 SITE 4
Th i s test site was located j ust ou tside the per imeter fence on the east
side of the RWMC.

Figure 31 shows the l ocation and orientat ion o f the site

relative to the RWMC fen ce and a previousl y drilled test well.
~Gl!.~E 2~

Level Sl iced Color flap of
Magneti c oa ta i n Area B.
Site 3.

Our pur pose for collecti ng data at this site ·. as to 3sses; the feasibility
of measu ring the dppth to the ba3alt bedrock by mea ns of ground- penetrating
r adar.

The selected site was app"opr i ate for three rea sons:

1) it was

accessible, 2) the a rea had bee n cl eared of sa gebrush, and 3) the depth to
ba salt is known at the t est well.

"cco.ding to available well log data, the

depth to basalt at ~he we ll i s approximately 1 mete r.
profile along the t r ack c l osest to the well.

Figu r e 32 is a radar

As in prev ious figures showing

ra dar profiles, the ho rizontal dimension correspo nd s to distance along the
su r vey track.

The vertic31 dimer~ion corresponds to the 2-way travel t ime

of the radar sign31 and is, therefore, proportion to depth.
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SURVEY TRACKS

Test Site location for Detection of Basalt Bedrock.
The Th ree Survey Tracks Have a North · $out h Orientation an d are 85 ft Long .
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FIGURE 32 .

Radar Profile from Site 4.

Ping le ngth ;s

l~b

nsec .

• 12il.00

AMPLITUDEI12..BB

·q2.B8

two radar pings.
1211.00

One (solid line) was reflected from the side of our com-

puter truc k wh i ch was located 30 ft (9 . 1 m) from the radar antenna .
(da s hed line) is a s ignal reflected from the s ubs urface.

The othe r

The truck reflect io n

is obvious at appro ximatel y 40% of the to tal t ra vel t ime .

This qi ves a pine

length of 156 nsec and scaling factors of 16.6 nsec l cm and 11. 2 nsecl cm for
Figures 32 and 33, respect i ve l y .

In Figure 33, the largest oscilla ti ons con-

sist ma i nl y of the waveform of the outgoing signal.

... . _- ---- -

It is derived from

e lectr ical feed-through in the radar transceiver and from a reflection fro m
the ground s urface approximatel y 4 cm below the antenna .

Superimposed on the

t ransmitted waveform is a similar, but smaller, s i gnal reflected f rom the
basal t .

In Figure 33, the difference between the dashed I ine and t he sol id

l i ne can be a ttri buted

to

the waveform component refl ec ted from the ba s a I t.

In Fi gure 32, t he transmitted waveform has been pa r t ially removed f rom t he data .
This was done by program REMVH . A rough refle c tin g i nterf ac e i s clea r l y
pr e sent approxi matel y .Bcm below : he t op edge of t he i mage or appro ximate ly
13 ns ec after the be ginn i ng of

t ~e

t r a nsm itted s ignal .

Us ing a t ravel t ime of

13 nsec a nd a pr opagat io n ve l oc ity of 1 . 5 (loB) mlsec (see Sec t ion 5.2). we
obta in a depth of .9B m for the ba sa lt s ur f ace .

Th i sis ve r y c l ose t o t he

1.0 m depth to ba sa lt re cord ed i n the wel l log.
The pr opagation velocity of the rada r s i gnal i n the gr ound is a function
of the dielect r ic consta nt of the soil.

The express ion is

whe re V is the speed of propagation in the gro und ,
FIGURE 33.

Two Rada r Pings f rom the Basal t Oe t ec tion
Test Site. The Solid line Shows a Pi ng
Reflected from a Truck. The Dashed line
Shows a Ping Reflected from Basalt. Dis tance Along the Vertical Axis is Propo r tio nal to Travel Time.

C

= 3.0 (lOB) mlsec, the speed of propagation in f r ee space, and

K = the relative dielectric constant of the soil.
Our value for V, 1.5 (lOB) mlsec, corresponds to a value of 4.0 for the
relative dielectric co nstant .

This is equal to the value for dry sand (4-6)

and is probably reasonable for the dry RWMC soil .
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